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Abstract: Background: Despite breast abscess becoming less common in developed countries, it has remained one of the leading causes of morbidity in women in developing countries. A randomized controlled trial was conducted at RIMS hospital complex in Ranchi Jharkhand to establish whether ultrasound guided needle aspiration is a feasible alternative treatment option for breast abscesses. Results: A total of 130 females with breast abscess were analyzed, of these 66 patients were randomized into the ultrasound guided needle aspiration and 64 patients in the Incision and drainage arm. The mean age was 23.12, most of them were lactating (66.2%), primiparous (44.6%) with peripheral abscesses (73.8%) located in the upper lateral quadrant (56%). The two groups were comparable in demographic characteristic and breast abscess size. Survival analysis showed no difference in breast abscess healing rate between the two groups. Incision and drainage was found to be more costly than ultrasound guided aspiration. Conclusion: Ultrasound guided needle aspiration is therefore a feasible and cost effective treatment option for both lactating and non lactating breast abscesses with a diameter up to 5 cm by ultrasound in an immune competent patient
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1. Background

Breast abscess is a common cause of morbidity in women. While they are less common in developed countries as a result of improved maternal hygiene, nutrition, standard of living and early administration of antibiotics, breast abscess remain a problem among women in developing countries [1]. The treatment of breast abscesses poses a difficult clinical problem [2]. Traditionally, management of breast abscess involved incision and drainage; however this is associated with need for general anesthesia, prolonged healing time, regular dressing, difficulty in breast feeding, and possible unsatisfactory cosmetic outcome [3]. Even with the aggressive approach of incision and drainage combined with use of antibiotics, breast abscess recurrence rate is reported to be between 10 and 38% [2]. Breast abscesses can be treated by repeated needle aspiration with or without ultrasound guidance [4-6]. Ultrasound has been shown to be useful in diagnosis of breast abscesses, guiding needle placement during aspiration and also enables visualization of multiple abscess loculation and thus useful in needle aspiration of breast abscesses [7]. This procedure has been used successfully and is associated with less recurrence, excellent cosmetic result and has less costs [8].

Incision and drainage is still the most common mode of treatment for breast abscesses in Jharkhand. There is no data to compare the outcome of breast abscess treatment when using ultrasound guided needle aspiration versus surgical incision and drainage. The aim of this study was to establish whether ultrasound guided needle aspiration is a feasible alternative treatment option for breast abscesses in Rims hospital.

2. Methods

Study design and setting
This was a randomized controlled clinical trial with no blinding done between October 2012 and March 2014. The study was a hospital based which was conducted in Rims hospital which is in ranchi city. RIMS is a National referral and teaching hospital in RIMS. The study was conducted in the department of surgery rims ranchi.

Study subjects
The study included all female patients aged 14 and above who presented to surgery department with breast abscess with a diameter of up to a maximum of 5 cm by ultrasound. Patients with recurrent or chronic breast abscess and those with necrotic skin overlying the abscess or abscess already draining were excluded from the study. Patients with clinical features of immune suppression (WHO clinical stage III and IV) and those known to be allergic to penicillin antibiotics were also excluded.

Recruitment of patients was carried out in the department of surgery Patients who met the inclusion criteria were enrolled into the study. Clinical diagnosis was made basing on the presence of breast pain, swelling, ± fever and presence of a fluctuant tender breast swelling. The patients diagnosed clinically were subjected to ultrasound scan (high frequency linear transducer of 7.5 MHZ) in the radiology department. The diagnosis was confirmed sonographically by the presence of a thick walled echo complex mass, predominantly cystic with internal echoes and septations. The size of the abscess was estimated.

In this study, healing was defined as achieving breast abscess resolution. Breast abscesses resolution was defined as clinically no breast tenderness, swelling or wound at the previous site of the abscess and sonographically complete absence of fluid collection, normal breast glandular and fibro fat tissue with no edema

Randomization
Patients were randomized to either incision and drainage or needle aspiration arm using computer-generated numbers. A computer program (random generator number, Microsoft excel version 5.0) was used to generate random number list. Patients were assigned to either needle aspiration (A) or
incision and drainage (B). The principal investigator randomized patients to either A or B as they presented at the department. There was no blinding.

3. Treatment Procedure and Follow Up

Incision and drainage

Patients in the incision and drainage arm were admitted in the Emergency ward and prepared for surgery under general anesthesia in casualty theatre by the principal investigator. In the operation theatre with the patient positioned supine, the breast was swabbed using Chlorhexidine-Cetrimide (Cetrimide 15% w/v, Chlorhexine 1.5% w/v Isopropylalcohol4%w/v) 35 mls in 1 L of water. A skin depth incision was made at the area of maximum fluctuation along skin lines and a sinus forceps used to reach the abscess cavity. Initial pus was swabbed with a sterile pus swab which was transported for Culture and sensitivity. The pus was then evacuated and loculi broken down digitally, the wound was packed with sterile gauze. After recovery, the patient was taken back to emergency ward.

Post operatively the patient was put on analgesics and antibiotics, Diclofenac 75 mg i/m stat, then 50 mg orally for 3 days and Cloxacillin 500 mg 8hrly for 10 days respectively. The patient was discharged home the next morning to undergo daily wound dressing at a nearby clinic until the wound heals. Patients whose culture and sensitivity results showed resistance to Cloxacillin were excluded from the study and the antibiotic treatment changed accordingly.

Ultrasound guided needle aspiration

Patients under the needle aspiration arm were managed in the department of Radiology Ultrasound room as outpatient cases. Under aseptic condition, a small area of skin adjacent to the abscess was anesthetized by 1% Lidocaine through a 23 G needle. Aspiration was done under ultrasound guidance using a 16 G needle and a 20 mls syringe. Initial aspirated pus was sent for culture and sensitivity. Aspiration was done until there was no significant residual pus. After the procedure the patient was discharged on antibiotics and analgesics, Cloxicillin 500 mg orally 8hrly for 10 days and Diclofenac 75 mg i/m stat then 50 mg orally 8hrly for 3 days respectively. Similarly patients whose culture and sensitivity results showed resistance to Cloxicillin were excluded from the study and the antibiotic treatment changed accordingly.

In order to minimize non-compliance to treatment in both arms, drugs were provided by the principal investigator to the patients who could not afford buying the drugs. Patients were required to come back with the packs of drugs during follow up visits to countercheck whether the patients had taken the drugs. In both arms, lactating patients were advised to resume breast-feeding on both breasts as soon as possible as they could tolerate the pain as the baby breast feed. The patient's follow up was done at the OPD by the principal investigator on day 7, day 14 and 30 days. At every follow up, clinical assessment of symptoms and signs was done to assess resolution of the abscess.

Ultrasound scan was done to assess radiological resolution of the abscess which was defined as complete absence of fluid collection, normal breast glandular and fibro fatty tissues without edema. In situation where the abscess persisted in case of ultrasound guided needle aspiration, re-aspiration was to be done on day 7, if it still persisted on day 14 it was considered treatment failure and hence converted to the traditional incision and drainage.

Breast abscess recurrence and acceptance were assessed at the last visit (day 30). Patients who had not achieved complete resolution of the breast abscess at the end of the study period were referred to the Breast outpatient clinic for further follow up.

4. Results

A total of 140 patients with breast abscesses were seen during the study period, of which 130 patients met the inclusion criteria and consented for the study. Ten patients were excluded due to their abscesses being already draining pus and others having clinical features of immune suppression. Of the 130 patients, 66 patients were randomized into Ultrasound guided needle aspiration group and 64 patients into incision and drainage group. During the follow up period, Ultrasound guided aspiration had a success rate of 81.81% (54/66). There was no abscess converted to I & D in the U.S guided needle aspiration group. Incision and drainage group had a recurrence rate of 3.1% (2/64) during the follow up period. 10 (7.7%) women of the 130 were lost to follow up, 8 patients were from the Ultrasound guided aspiration group and 2 patient from Incision and drainage group.

During the study period, no breast abscess recurrence was observed in the U.S aspiration group, and all the patient (100%) treated by Ultrasound aspiration highly accepted the procedure.

In both groups majority of patients were healed by the 3rd visit that is 65.5% (38) for Ultrasound guided aspiration group and 58.1% (18) for the Incision and drainage group. There was no difference in healing rate between the two study arms at all the three visits.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Treatment Modality</th>
<th>No of patients</th>
<th>Healing rate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>USG guided aspiration</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>65.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Incision and drainage</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>58.1%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Demographic characteristics, clinical presentation of patients, size, shape and location of the abscess had no effect on the healing rate between the two study groups.

Survival analysis

The duration of healing for study group A was 24.24 days and for group B was 24.16 days. The probability of not healing was equal in the first week in both study arms. In the second week, the probability of not healing was slightly higher in group A than B. While in the third week, the probability of not healing was slightly higher in group B than A. Statistically there is no difference in the probabilities of not healing between patients in group A and B.
Cost-effectiveness analysis
The number of patients effectively treated by Ultrasound guided Needle aspiration (excluding loss to follow up) were 29 and for incision and drainage were 31 patients.

5. Discussion
The breast is one of the sex organs of a female, in case of breast disease care should be taken to assure that its beauty is minimally compromised in order to preserve its value and function. Despite of breast abscess becoming less in developed countries due to improved maternal hygiene, nutrition, standard of living and early use of antibiotics, breast abscess remain a problem among women in developing countries [1].

Treatment of breast abscess traditionally has been incision and drainage however this has been found to be associated with possible unsatisfactory cosmetic outcome, difficult in breast feeding and needs general anesthesia, prolonged healing time, and regular dressing [3]. Repeated aspiration with or without ultrasound guidance has been found to be another treatment option for breast abscess and this has been reported to be associated with less recurrence, excellent cosmetic result and has less costs [4-6,8].

This study was conducted to establish whether ultrasound guided needle aspiration is a feasible alternative treatment option for the breast abscess in Rims hospital.

This discussion is based on 130 patients with breast abscesses randomized into 66 for Ultrasound guided aspiration and 64 for incision and drainage intervention. The healing rate, recurrence, cost effectiveness were compared between the two groups and acceptance of Ultrasound guided needle aspiration was assessed.

Healing rate of the two groups had no statistically significant difference both overall and at each visit this was similar with what was found elsewhere [4]. This similarity in the healing rate between the two treatment option could be explained by the fact that regardless of the way pus is removed from the cavity (that is incision and drainage, needle aspiration or spontaneous rupture onto the skin surface) the healing process is the same which is by collapse of the cavity wall and adherence to one another by fibrin, later by granulation tissue. The remaining bacteria destroyed by polymorphs [9].

There was no recurrence of breast abscesses observed in the Ultrasound guided needle aspiration group during the study period. There was 3.1% (1/32) recurrence rate observed in the incision and drainage group (Table 2) However this recurrence rate was far less than 31% recurrence in the incision and drainage group which has been reported in another study [8]. This small recurrence rate observed may have been resulted from a short follow up period and it was not possible to compare the recurrence rate of the two study groups.

All the patients treated with Ultrasound guided needle aspiration highly accepted this modality (100%). This was consistency with what other studied found [8,10-12]. This high acceptance rate may have been resulted from the convenience of the procedure which was an outpatient one, having no wound to nurse and absence of scar after healing. The cost effectiveness ratio of Ultrasound guided aspiration was found to be much less than that of Incision and Drainage, thus indicating that Ultrasound guided aspiration provides savings to the hospital and the patient, hence more cost effective than Incision and Drainage. This was consistence with what was found elsewhere [11,13]. Since Ultrasound guided aspiration is an outpatient procedure as opposed to the Incision and Drainage which is inpatient procedure. Studies done to compare outpatient versus inpatient surgical procedures showed that outpatient procedures were cost effective [14,15].

6. Conclusion
There is no difference in terms of healing rate of breast abscess between Ultrasound guided aspiration and surgical incision and drainage. Ultrasound guided needle aspiration is highly accepted by women with breast abscesses in Rims hospital. Ultrasound guided aspiration is more cost effective than Incision and Drainage in management of breast abscess, therefore Ultrasound guided needle aspiration is an effective treatment option for both lactating and non lactating breast abscess.
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